
TALENT PARTNERING (RPO)

Operating as an extension of our clients’ business, TSR offers a variety of customisable talent
partnering and recruitment process outsourcing solutions. Whether it’s managing the full recruitment
function, or providing subject-matter expertise in any of the hiring phases, TSR can boost your talent
brand and improve your ability to hire the best individuals in the marketplace

Call:   083 324 2340
Email: theo@tsrecruitment.co.za

“Research shows that the most successful organisations are those that treat recruitment as 

continuous rather than episodic”

Reactive 
Recruitment

We offer recruitment solutions, whether insourced or in partnership, for clients
wishing to recruit for specific vacancies and/or projects. Depending on client
requirements, TSR can provide dedicated resources on site or in our project office.

Proactive 
Recruitment

In order to capitalise on the very best talent, available in the market or grown
internally, our clients choose to partner with TSR longer term. Our solutions are
customised to ensure that we’re always on the lookout for the specific skills,
experience and capabilities our clients need to achieve their organisational
objectives and deliver to their clients.



TALENT PARTNERING:
GRADUATE PROGRAMMES

Forward-thinking organisations know that developing businesses requires a commitment to growing,
not just recruiting in, talent. We pride ourselves on helping our clients spot potential and to gain
competitive advantage by bringing in the best at the beginning of their careers. TSR has experience
in partnering with reputable organisations in industries including Banking, Financial Services and Re-
insurance. The roles and graduate profiles presented vary across accounting, analytics, consulting
and wealth and investment management.

Services include:
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Talent Spotting
We know where to find the very best and, depending on
the client’s unique requirements, we build Graduate
Attraction Campaigns designed to spot, attract and assess
the cream of the crop! Sourcing campaigns target the
talent in the places they frequent, whether on-campus
drives, our extensive niche networks, referral programmes or
social media campaigns. Campaigns are built following
extensive consultation and taking into account the clients’
preference for leveraging their own Employee Value
Proposition.

Presenting Potential
Pieces of paper are not people and with graduates the
information contained in CVs provides little insight into the
potential of the candidate. TSR prides itself on developing
and implementing, following client interaction, customised
graduate assessment processes that seek to uncover the
individuals’ suitability for the roles being recruited. We will go
further than simply spotting skills and seek to align the
individuals’ ethics, values and career aspirations to those of
the organisation. Our team will then meet with your
nominated representatives to formally present the graduates,
helping to shortlist for client interview and onward recruitment
and selection.



TALENT PARTNERING:
GRADUATE PROGRAMMES

Services include:
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Career Coaching

Given the costs associated with running – and
successfully completing – graduate programmes,
candidate commitment is key!

TSR provides career counselling to considered
individuals ensuring their interest in the opportunity,
certainty of the role and commitment to the
recruitment, on-boarding and training process. TSR also
empowers the graduates to perform at their best during
the interview by providing them with opportunity to
hone their interviewing skills (competency &
behavioural) and managing case studies.

Our experience shows that better prepared candidates
not only perform better during the recruitment process
but also within the organisation once employed.

On-boarding Assistance
Research indicates that the first 3 weeks are critical to
determining whether an individual in a new job
“attaches” to the organisation and whether they are
likely to (a) succeed and (b) remain longer term with the
business.

To streamline administrative processes, particularly in
large scale graduate intakes, TSR offers clients on-
boarding assistance.

This can include:

• preparing graduates for the processes,
• assisting HR with the administration of uploading

graduate profiles and associated documentation into
the client’s relevant system.


